Let W be an «-dimensional compact subset of R'", and let {/|, /2./A} C {1,2.m).
It is shown that if the projection P¡ ¡ , satisfies a certain condition called normality on W, then there exist ik+[, ik + 2.'" so .that dim P, , j , t ¡(rV) = n. It is also shown that at least (¡J) such normal projections do exist (for I «£ k < n), and an example is constructed to show that the normality condition is not necessary.
Let R" = Rx X R2X • • • X£m be the m-dimensional Euclidean space, and let W be an «-dimensional compact subset of Rm. In this note we shall be interested in the question when does a canonical projection of R"' on one of its «-dimensional coordinate subspaces map W to an «-dimensional set. First we mention some known facts.
Set[m] = {\,2,...,m}.
Given a subset a = {i" i2,...,ik) of [m], let £a: Rm -» RM be the projection Pa(xx, x2,... ,xm) = (x:, x¡,... ,x¡ ) where \a\= k is the cardinality of a.
The following theorem was proved by G. Nöbling [5] and S. Mardesic [4] by different methods.
Theorem. Let W be an n-dimensional compact subset of Rm. Then there exists an a C [m] , \a\= « such that dim Pa(W) = n.
In [7] I generalized this result as follows.
Theorem. Let W C Rm be an n-dimensional Cantor manifold. Let a C [m] with \a\= 1 be such that dim Pa(W) = 1. Then there exists a b C [w]\a, \b\= n -1 so that dim Pa_b(W) = n.
Recall that a compact metric space W is called an «-dimensional Cantor manifold if dim W -n, and no closed subset of dimension «s n -2 separates W. This result generalizes the Nöbling-Mardesic Theorem since each compact «-dimensional metric space contains an «-dimensional Cantor manifold [1, p. 93] .
In [7] I also posed the following question which naturally arises from the above Theorem. Let W C Rm be an «-dimensional Cantor manifold, and let a C [m] with \a\= k «s « < m be such that dim Pa(W) = k. Does it follow that there exists b C [m]\a, \b\-nk so that dim PaUh(W) = «? A negative answer to this question was given by C. Pixley in [6] . He constructed a 3-cell W C R4 so that dim PX2(W) = dim Pl23(W) = dim PX24(W) = 2 and generalized this counterexample to all possible values of2^k<n<m.
In this note we define a condition on Pa (called normality) which, if satisfied, implies a positive answer to the above question. It also provides a better understanding of the nature of Pixley's example.
Definition. Let W be an «-dimensional subset of R"', and a C [m] with 1 < |a |= k < n. We say that Pa is normal on W if dim{>> G Pa(W): dim(Pjx(y) n W) > n -k) = k.
Note that if Pa is normal on W then dim Pa(W) = &. We shall see later that the converse is false. However, for k = « the converse statement holds clearly too, i.e., for k -n, Pa is normal on I^if and only if dim Pa(W) = «.
The usefulness of the concept of normality and the fact that (many) normal projections actually exist follow from the following two theorems. Indeed, let ; G £,. Then P¡(W) is a nondegenerate segment [r, s] say. For r < t < s, t separates P¡(W) and hence £,"'(0 n W' separates W. Since W is an «-dimensional Cantor manifold dim(£,"'(r) n W) 3* n -1 for í G (r, s), thus {f EPi(W):dim(Pirx(t) n W) » n -l} D (r, s)
i.e., £, is normal on W.
Assume now that \A,\> (") for all 1 *S K k; we must prove \Ak+x \> (k"+x). Note that the case k + 1 = « is trivial, so we may assume k + 1 '< n -\ or k < n -2. In the proof to come we shall use the notation of «-dimensional degree of a subset of a separable metric space M which is defined as follows: Let X be a subset of a separable metric space M. The «-dimensional degree of X (with respect to M) denoted by dn( X)is the infimum of the numbers e > 0 for which there exists a finite family £ of open subsets of M, so that £ covers X, the diameter of each element of £ is < e, and the intersection of any « + 1 elements of £ is empty. (See [3, p. 105 Pä\y) n Pi~\t) n W is compact also dim(P~x(y) n £,"'(0 n H7) ^ « -k -1 holds. But P'x(y) n £,"'(0 n >F = .£¿J{i)(^ 0 n ^ Hence, for all z G £fc Lfc E X £, 7, dim(£a"ù{/}(z) n IF) > « -A: -1, and £6>ii(e X £., is a (Â: + l)-dimensional subset of R|a| X£, (since TbLbe is a /c-dimensional subset of R|a|), i.e., PaU,n is normal on W. It follows that ^4^+, contains a U {¿) for all / G ¿, and since a was an arbitrary element of Ak, it follows that for each a E Ak there exists a subset b = ba of [»i]\a with |èa]> « -k such that for all i E ba, a U {/'} G v4¿+1. This procedure contributes \Ak\ -(n -k) elements to Ak+X, and since each such element is counted at most k + 1 times we obtain \Ak+x\>\Ak\(n -k)/k + 1 > ("k)(n -k)/k + 1 = (k"+x) and we are done. To see £», is closed, let {ir}^=i C £», , such that ?r -> r0, as r -oo, and assume r0 £ Dip, that is ¿n_Ä_,(£("1(r0) n W7.) < l/p. Hence, by the definition of </"_*_, there exists a finite family £of Rm open subsets, with diameters < l/p, which cover T'Co) n ^v" so tnat no " ~~ ^ e'ernents 0I F intersect. (Recall that we consider dn-k-\ Wlln respect to R"'.) From the continuity of £, on Wy it follows that £,"'( ' ) n Wv is uppersemicontinuous, and since £ covers £,~'(f0) n WY, and tr -» r0, £ covers also £,"'(*,■) 0 H7 for sufficiently large r. Thus ¿".^(^"'(i,) H H7.) < l/p too-contradicting the fact that tr G D¡ , and it follows that Z), p is closed.
Now we prove (I) and (II). Proof of (I). Let y E Y. Then dim(P
From the fact that int £,-(JFv.) is the countable union of the closed sets D¡ p, it follows that for somep, > 1 the interior of D¡ in £, is not empty, and in particular £», contains one of the segments £,,, B¡¡ say. Hence, for / G £,, we have ¿"'-UiiPf !(0 n wy) > !/£, and clearly also dn_k_.x(P;x(y) n /»,-'(/) n H7) l Hence, to prove that Tb L is closed it suffices to prove that [y E Y: dn_k_x(P~x(y) n £,"'(/) n IF) is closed. But this is completely analogous to the proof that the sets D¡ p were closed. (There y was fixed, and we applied the continuity of £,. Here t is fixed and one uses the continuity of Pa.) We omit the obvious details. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. D Example of a topological 3-cell W CR6 such that £123(IF) is a 3-cell but £12 is not a normal projection on IF.
As mentioned after the proof of Theorem 1 the example will be of the following type: we shall have PX2(W) = I2, where / is the interval [0,1] in R. £l2 is not normal on W, i.e., dim{>> G I2: dim(Px~2x(y) n W) > 1} = 1, but for each y G 72, PX2x(y) n W contains a Cantor set Av which is mapped onto / by £3, and it follows that Pm(W) = l\ The construction will be carried out in several steps.
Step 1. There exists a mapping t: I2 -» 72 with the following properties:
(1.1) There exists a Cantor set A C 7 X {0} such that t(A) = I2. (1.2) For every compact K C /2\A, t(K) is contained in a finite union of straight line segments.
From (1.2) it follows that
is contained in a countable union of segments, and hence is 1-dimensional.
The mapping t has been constructed by C. Pixley in [6, p. 121]. We shall refer to it as Pixley's map.
Step 2. Let A denote the Cantor set. There exist mappings p0: A -» A and <p0:
A -* I such that (2.1) for each t E A, <p0(Mo'(0) = £
To describe ¡x0 and <p0, let us write A = A, X A2 where A, and A2 are both homeomorphic to A. Let x = (u, v) E A with m G A, and v E A2. Define p0(x) = u. Then p0 maps A onto A, and for each t E A, p'0x(t) = {'} X A2. Let <p0: A, -» / be an onto mapping, and define <p0(u, v) = (p0(u). Hence, for t E A we have <Po(mo'(0) = %({') x Ai) = <Po(A2) = /•
Step 3. Consider the Cantor setAC/X{0}C72of
Step 1, and the mapping p0: A -» A of Step 2. In this step we extend p0 to a map p2:/2->72so that (3.1) p.2/A = p0, and (3.2) for u E A, pT2\u) C IX {0}.
To do this, let us first apply Tietze's extention theorem to extend ¡u0 to a map px: I X {0} -> I X {0}. Then for (x, y) E I2 = I X I set p2(x, y) = (irx(px(x,0)), y) (where ttx(x, y) -x). p2 is well defined since /x, is defined on / X {0}. It extends ¡x0 since if t = (x,0) G A C I X {0} then p2(t) = p2(x,0) = (»,(*,(*, 0)),0) = (wx(p(x,0)),0) = (p(t),0). (x,0) ), y) G I2\I X {0}. Thus no points of 72\7 X {0} is mapped by p2 into A. (Note that points of I X {0}\A may be mapped into A.)
Step 4. Let ^0: 72 -> I2 be defined by \p(v) = r(p2(ü)) where t is Pixley's map of Step 1 and p2 is the map of Step 3. We claim that the following hold. Step 5. Let Z C 72 X 7 C R3 be the convex hull of 72 X {0} and the point (4, 4,1) G R3. Clearly Z is a 3-cell. Let us keep in mind the Cantor set A in 7X{0}C72CZ.
Let <p: Z -» 7 be any extension of <p0 defined on A in Step 2. Define also a map \p: Z -» 72 by: for z = (x, v) G Z where x E I2 and y E I, tj,(z) = %(x). Note that for m G I2,ip~l(u) = (V(M) X 7) n Z. We claim that (5.1)dim{w G 72: dim^'V) > 1} < Land «r'(w) = (^¿"'i") X 7) n Z C (7 X {0} X 7) n Z = 7 X {0} X {0}. Step 6. We now embed Z in R6 = R2 X R X R3 by h(z) = (}p(z), <p(z), z), z E Z C R3, 4>(z) G 72 C R2 and cp(z) G 7 C R. Clearly, h is an embedding. Set W = h(Z). So W is a 3-cell in R6. We claim that (6.1) Pm(W) = 72 X 7 is a 3-cell in R3, and 2) (p(^"'(w)) = 7, so there exists some zE\p~x (u) such that tp(z) = t, i.e., (i(z),<p(z)) = (u,t), and it follows that £,23(W) D I2 X I.
To show that £12 is not normal, we must show that dim{u G Pl2(W) = \P(Z) = 72: dim(Px2x(u) n W) > l) < 1. then IF' is a 3-cell in R5, and dim PX2(W) = 2 = dim Pm(W) = dim £124(H7') = dim F,25(IF') as in Pixley's example. Obviously, this construction depends heavily on Pixley's mapping t (as Pixley's example does). Note also that if one is interested in h' and W only, then the maps p, and <¡p, can be omitted, and one can take rp to be defined as t//(z) = r(x), where z -(x, y) E Z, x E I2, y E I.
